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World war III !!
How long will the Arabs appeal US

Iraq, 14.07.2019, 00:39 Time

USPA NEWS - In the fact what happening in the Arab region is dangerous and has a great impact on the political, economy, and
social situation among countries. Always political conflicts exhaustion wealths of the countries, hurt people and destroy infrastructure
where Iraq has the largest share of these previously planned conflicts to destroy it . What is a conflict between Washington and Tehran
?

What is an aim of that ? Does America really want to overthrow the Iranian regime ?
The conflict that is taking place now is a dirty play (propaganda) and as the media hype on the TV. stations, online news sites and
social media, All that planned it before to dominate on the region and destroy it.

Every day Trump threatens Iran with its elimination and a military strike against it. Recently, Trump has signed new sanctions against
Tehran where the series of sanctions ongoing while the Arab leaders and the Gulf at the forefront are waiting for Washington to
remove the Iranian threat from their countries. Unfortunately, All peoples live on doses of the hope they inject it all the time, That's what
Washington is doing.
What is this irony ?
What is this nonsense ? 

Despite our long history of achievements we have become a game in their hands, because of the complicity of some.
To understand all, Washington won't overthrow the regime of the mullahs of Tehran as happened in Iraq previously, and what
happening now is just a fib where Trump´statements every day in the media are nonsense and election propaganda.
The saying goes " Much ado about nothing " 

One of Washington´s main goals is to control the middle east and the Arab region in particular, hold the Gulf´s wealth and dominate
the region's oil , gas and every thing.
How long will the Arabs appeal US. and others to protect them and defend their homeland ? The Arabs are a great super power if they
unite and become one heart, one hand and leave sectarianism and racism.
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